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The Sapiens PORTAL

Transforming the consumer and agent experience
With multiple portal offerings to choose
from, how do life, pension and annuity
carriers know the important elements to
consider? Out-of-the-box functionality is
extremely important and must include an
intelligent dashboard that provides target
users with everything they need.
An effective portal proposition should
also be shaped by the vendor’s extensive
experience with leading life customers and
enhanced by best practices that will save
insurers time and money.
Pre-integration with the core policy
administration system shouldn’t be
overlooked. Integrating a new portal with
the policy admin. system can be a costly
and time-consuming process. And stateof-the-art technology is perhaps most
important. Without innovative technology,
portal offerings may not provide high levels
of self service or be easily customizable.

Introducing Sapiens
PORTAL for ALIS
The Sapiens PORTAL is pre-integrated
with Sapiens ALIS – our core policy
administration suite for the life insurance,
annuities, pension, savings and medical
markets. In addition to enjoying the
myriad benefits provided by Sapiens
ALIS, insurers can deploy a portal that
will transform their online sales, customer
and agent experience.
The Sapiens PORTAL was specifically
designed to address life insurers’ needs,
guided by Sapiens’ three decades of
industry experience. Two key segments
are addressed by the Sapiens PORTAL:
PORTAL for Consumers – a directto-consumer application that enables
customers to buy policies, view the
status of their policies and accounts,
issue claims and conduct many
other transactions that save insurers
time and reduce costs. Insurers can

leverage their ALIS investment by
offering customers a unique, real-time
customer experience tailored to today’s
digital natives.
PORTAL for Agents – empowers the
agent with full lifecycle enablement,
including the ability to manage their
pipeline, sell policies to their consumers
and provide top-level customer service
in real time.
They can also obtain a holistic view
of their business performance overall
and benefit from full access to all their
remunerations, payments, commission
transactions and statements.
Equipping agents with self-service
tools that make their lives easier and
help them better serve their customers
will increase agent efficiency and
satisfaction.

Business Benefits
The PORTAL offers many advantages:
Intuitive & User-Friendly Experience
The Sapiens PORTAL is built to provide
insurers’ customers and agents with
a high quality, state-of-the-art user
experience, and is tailored to offer
unique life insurance characteristics in
the digital arena.
Simple Mobile Experience for
Insurers – the Sapiens PORTAL for
ALIS is written in HTML5 and uses
responsive design methodology that
offers embedded and generic mobile
support to all types of smartphones.
There is no need to build a mobile
native application, as the application
supports all functionalities over the
phone browser.
Functional Richness – supporting
quotes and new business for a variety
of products and lines of business, the
PORTAL is designed to best serve the
specific processes of each insurance
product.
Comprehensive Practices – the
PORTAL is infused with Sapiens’
more than three decades of insurance
experience and best practices, gleaned
from our industry-leading customers.
Straight-Through Processing – the
PORTAL offers STP for quotes and
illustrations, with seamless transition
into active policy, as well as web-based
underwriting and claims processing to
facilitate STP where appropriate.
Full Access & Customer-Centricity
With full access to all historical

Sapiens PORTAL for ALIS
activities and communications,
insurers, customers and agents will
have a 360-degree view of customers’

Single-Sign-On (SSO) mechanism to
increase usability.
The Sapiens PORTAL Repository
Meeting insurers’ demands for
online and real-time information, the
repository duplicates all the relevant
information and arranges it in the
correct order. There is also an ETL
protocol that updates the repository in
real time.

portfolios, policies, payment data, etc.

Key Features
Fully Pre-Integrated – the PORTAL is
pre-integrated to Sapiens ALIS’ back
office and can integrate third-party
components in multiple manners,
eliminating integration efforts between
the front- and back-end and facilitating
an end-to-end experience.
Easily Customizable UI – to allow
quick and easy adaptation of the
PORTAL GUI for each customer,
insurers and agents can quickly and
flexibly customize screens.
Cloud Support – the PORTAL can
be implemented on premise or in the
cloud, and insurers can benefit from
Sapiens’ comprehensive management
services.

Technical Advantages
Powerful Technology & Architecture
Sapiens PORTAL is based on
OutSystems technology, which
has been recognized by Gartner
and Forbes. Its Rapid Application
Development (RAD) and delivery
platform enables seamless integration
of custom code.
A Layer of Web Services – insurers
can obtain data from this layer. The
PORTAL exposes REST services in
JSON format and can receive data from
the insurer and use it in the application.
It can also connect to the insurer’s

Built for Enterprise Performance
Supports high volumes of traffic, to
meet all the needs and demands of
top tier insurers. This includes features
such as queue management, load
balancing and other functionalities.

About Sapiens ALIS
Sapiens ALIS is our flagship solution
designed to enable insurance carriers
to quickly and efficiently address the
challenges of a highly regulated and
increasingly competitive marketplace. Our
end-to-end, core solution suite supports
the complete policy lifecycle across a wide
variety of products in the life, pension,
annuity and medical segments. ALIS life
insurance software uniquely combines
functional maturity and robustness gained
through decades of global success, with
cutting-edge innovation and modern
technology.

Learn More
For more information, please visit us on
the web or contact us at:
info.sapiens@sapiens.com.

About Sapiens
Sapiens International Corporation (NASDAQ and TASE: SPNS) is a leading global provider of software solutions for the insurance
industry, with a growing presence in the financial services sector. Sapiens offers core, end-to-end solutions to the global general
insurance, property and casualty, life, pension and annuities, reinsurance and retirement markets, as well as business decision
management software. The company has a track record of over 30 years in delivering superior software solutions to more than 200
financial services organizations. The Sapiens team of over 1,800 professionals operates through our fully-owned subsidiaries in North
America, the United Kingdom, EMEA and Asia Pacific. For more information: www.sapiens.com.
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